In a thermodynamic system, a stable phase diagram is uniquely determined by the thermodynamic parameters of each phase. A generalized phase equilibria calculation software package should enable the calculation of the phase diagram from the parameters automatically, without requiring either prior knowledge of the diagram or special user skills. Improvements to the existing software packages have been achieved in the new software package PANDAT. The approach used in this software is described briefly and some examples of its advantages are given.
Introduction
straints imposed. For complex, multicomponent systems, it is almost impossible for a user to have such knowledge and In the Calphad method, experimental information about skills. In these situations, it is easy to obtain an incorrect a system is converted to optimized parameters in thermodyphase diagram by mistake. namic models for the Gibbs energies of the constituent In our view, the object of a generalized phase equilibria phases. These parameters can then, in turn, be used to calcucalculation software package should be to enable the calculalate phase equilibria. The ultimate aim of the Calphad method tion of a phase diagram automatically, without requiring is not only to reproduce the thermodynamic properties and either prior knowledge of the diagram or special skills on phase diagrams for known systems (lower order) but to estithe part of the software user. In the present paper, we describe mate them for unknown ones (higher order).
the PANDAT package [2000Pan] , which is able to automatiThere can be no doubting the potential power of the Calcally calculate multicomponent phase diagrams without phad method. By using it, one can hope to predict the thermoeither prior knowledge of the phase diagram or special user dynamic properties and phase diagrams for technologically skills. But first we present some examples of where, in spite important multicomponent alloys, an important technique in of both prior knowledge and special user skills, incorrect reducing the amount of experimental work required for underphase diagrams have been calculated because of inherent standing phase equilibria in such alloys. The assembled datalimitations of first generation software. bases for steels and other important alloys have already been shown to be very useful in this endeavour.
Problems can arise in the Calphad process, however, and
Some Examples Illustrating the Unintended
in this article, we wish to focus on the importance of the
Incorrect Calculation of Stable Phase
software in calculating reliable phase diagrams. Unfortunately, the software that has been used to date (which we Diagrams will refer to as first generation software) sometimes fails to calculate the correct stable phase diagram. This can arise In this section, we will describe the use of the PANDAT when the software does not have the ability to handle satisfacsoftware package [2000Pan] in the calculation of phase diatorily those phases that have multiple minima in the Gibbs grams. This software requires neither prior knowledge of the energy function. In these cases, it is necessary for the user diagram nor the need to provide initial values for the phase to know, a priori, the stable phase diagram which he wishes equilibria calculation process. In doing so, we will compare to calculate so that appropriate initial values may be given some results obtained from PANDAT with those obtained to guide the software in the calculation. from using other packages which do require this kind of These limitations are clearly undesirable since they then information. require not only prior knowledge of the stable phase diagram being calculated but also some special skills on the part of the user before the calculation is made, in order to ensure 2.1 Inverted Miscibility Gaps that the calculated phase diagram is the stable one with regard When using software which requires the user to know about Section I: Basic and Applied Research Fig. 1 The stable phase diagram for the Si-Ta system calculated Fig. 2 The stable phase diagram for the Al-Nb system calculated using the modeling parameters of [1989Vah] using the modeling parameters of [1998Ans] problems can arise if the miscibility gap is stable in a region where it is unexpected-the gap is then simply not found. Figure 1 shows the stable phase diagram for the Si-Ta system, calculated with PANDAT, using the model parameters given in [1989Vah] . However, the published phase diagram calculated by [1989Vah] for this system does not indicate the inverted miscibility gap in the liquid phase, since it was not looked for and, therefore, not found with the software used. The published calculated phase diagram is in agreement with the experimental diagram but is not in accord with the published parameter sets. Inverted miscibility gaps of the type shown are inherent in many Calphad phase diagram descriptions, but their presence has not been revealed because they were not looked for. They are found automatically by PANDAT. Examples known to us, where an inverted miscibility gap is found at temperatures below 5000 K (some are below 3000 K), include the following systems: Fe-Si [1998Ans] , and Sn-Zr [1998Ans] . The presence of these Fig. 3 The stable phase diagram for the Co-Si system calculated inverted miscibility gaps at relatively low temperatures could using the modeling parameters of [1992Cho] seriously interfere with obtaining a meaningful calculation of a multicomponent phase diagram.
to the software to look for this phase in this region or inaccurate initial values of the species concentrations were given by the user. Thus, for the parameters used in the description,
Ordered Phases Overlooked
an incorrect phase diagram resulted. A related situation is found in the Fe-Ta system [1993Coe] . In those cases where there is prior knowledge of the experiThat this kind of error can occur at all is rather surprising, mental phase diagram, it is easy to be complacent that a since the assessor is trying to reproduce the solid-state portion satisfactory description has been achieved when the calcuof a known phase diagram. It is more likely to occur in lated phase diagram agrees with the experimental diagram. multicomponent systems, where the assessor may not be in Figure 2 indicates that such complacency may not be justified.
possession of the known phase diagram. The experimental and published calculated [1998Ans] phase diagrams differ from the one shown in the figure (calculated 2.3 Phases Stable at Low Temperature Again Become by PANDAT) in that the bcc-B2 phase shown at low temperaStable at Higher Temperatures tures around the midcomposition is not present. Its presence was overlooked in calculations based on the published assessAn example of where solid phases are seen to be present at temperatures just above the liquidus is shown in Fig. 3 for ment, either because instructions were not specifically given
